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This study uses computer simulation to investigate how a small
number of stages of straightforward neural processing can emulate
responses of the visual system, especially those of neurones of the
primary visual cortex. In the mammalian visual system, an image
of the external world is formed on the retina in each eye. Photo-
receptors respond to the intensity of light falling on them and after
processing by numerous nerve cells in the retina, information is
transmitted from the ganglion cells via their axons in the optic
nerves, to relay in the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) and else-
where. The neurones of the LGN project to the primary visual cor-
tex of the cerebral hemispheres, from which information is passed
on to many other areas of the cerebral cortex.
Both retinal ganglion cells and neurones of the LGN have circu-
larly symmetrical receptive ﬁelds with centre-surround opposition
(i.e. there are ‘‘on-centre” and ‘‘off-centre” units). An important
step in processing images that takes place in the visual cortex is
to extract features, of which a very prominent type appears to be
edges across which the luminance changes. Indeed, most individ-
ual neurones in the primary visual cortex of cats and primates
are activated by features at a very speciﬁc orientation (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1962; 1968; 1972). In primates, the input neurones in layer
4c of the primary visual cortex, to which the neurones of the LGN
directly project, have radially symmetrical receptive ﬁelds (Blasdel
& Fitzpatrick, 1984; Livingstone & Hubel, 1984), while in cats allll rights reserved.
022, New Zealand.
zneurones are reported to be orientation-selective (Ferster & Miller,
2000).
A theory of a basis for both computational and biological meth-
ods of edge detection was put forward by Marr and Hildreth
(1980). These authors suggested passing the output of the photo-
receptors through a ﬁlter consisting of the Laplacian of a two-
dimensional Gaussian—in effect a double differentiation of lumi-
nance against distance—at a number of different resolutions or
spatial frequency bands. Zero-crossings of the ﬁlter output corre-
spond to peaks in the rate of change of luminance, and are used
to indicate the positions of possible edges at each of the resolutions
used. The possible edges are then combined to produce a ‘‘raw pri-
mal sketch” of the scene. The method of Marr and Hildreth (1980)
largely ignores the organisation of the visual system and makes lit-
tle use of information about the orientation of edges, although this
is such a prominent feature of the responses of neurones of the vi-
sual cortex; however, in a later version of the theory, much more
was included in the way of orientation selectivity (Marr, 1982;
Marr & Ullman, 1981).
A different type of algorithm for edge detection was proposed
by Canny (1986), who developed a form of ﬁlter that provided, in
effect, a spatial differentiation of the image in both the x and y
directions. He used the peaks (both positive and negative) of the
output; these, like the zero-crossings in Marr’s methods, indicate
the positions of the most rapid changes of luminance, and of pos-
sible edges. Peaks were categorised as indicating either probable
or possible edges and, for each such point, neighbouring points
were examined along the orientation of the edge (as determined
by the relative amplitudes of the derivatives in the x and y direc-
tions) to provide conﬁrmation or rejection of the existence of an
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an edge was indicated as deﬁnitely present or deﬁnitely absent.
The ﬁlter used by Canny was based on a continuous function,
and was reﬁned by Demigny and Kamlé (1997) so as to be more
appropriate for use in discrete systems (systems where the light
intensity is sampled only at discrete points in the image, such as
a retina or a video camera). Canny’s algorithm can give good edge
detection in natural images, and for many types of images was
found to be better than the other edge detecting methods exam-
ined by Heath, Sarkar, Sanocki, and Bowyer (1997, 1998).
With stereoscopic pairs of images, to extract distance informa-
tion it is necessary to determine the disparities between the
images in the two eyes; i.e. for a feature in the external world,
the position of its image on the right retina relative to its position
on the left retina (or vice versa) compared to those for other fea-
tures. This has proved to be difﬁcult to determine unambiguously
in artiﬁcial systems. A major part of the problem is that it is difﬁ-
cult to avoid what are referred to as false matches; these are fea-
tures in the two images that are so similar that they cannot
readily be distinguished, although they actually correspond to dif-
ferent objects in the outside world. Marr was again instrumental in
developing a theory of how stereoscopic vision might be imple-
mented in computational and biological systems (Marr & Poggio,
1979). As for edge detection, the initial process was to pass both
images through a Laplacian of a Gaussian ﬁlter. The zero-crossings
of the outputs of the ﬁlters (i.e. possible edges) are again the start-
ing point for further processing. When a zero-crossing is located in
one image, an attempt is made to locate a corresponding zero-
crossing in the other image. To be considered to be corresponding,
the zero-crossings have to be within a horizontal displacement
that is small in relation to the spatial amplitude of the ﬁlter being
used on the image, and zero has to be crossed in the same sense
and at a similar orientation, as determined by the ratio of the
slopes of the outputs in the x and the y directions. A number of dif-
ferent ﬁlter resolutions were used, because this can reduce the
likelihood of errors, especially of false matches. Indeed, there is
evidence that the visual system uses a number of channels (De Va-
lois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982; Julesz & Miller, 1975; Mayhew &
Frisby, 1976; Wilson, 1978; Wilson, McFarlane, & Phillips, 1983).
For example, Wilson et al. (1983) give evidence for six channels
with frequency bandwidths between 1.25 and 2.5 octaves, with
the central frequencies differing by factors of about two. Marr
and Poggio (1979) suggested starting the process of disparity
detection using the lowest resolution pathway (i.e. that with the
lowest central frequency). A detected match is re-examined at suc-
cessively higher resolutions to determine its position and disparity
more accurately, using the disparity found at the lower resolution
as a starting point. At each stage, restricting the range of disparities
examined according to the resolution of the pathway greatly re-
duces the probability of ﬁnding a false match (Marr, 1982).
Grimson (1981, 1985) developed a working algorithm based on
Marr and Poggio’s (1979) method, but simpliﬁed it by largely
ignoring directional features; he excluded the use of any ﬁlters that
were not circularly symmetrical. This is mathematically elegant
since it avoids the distortions introduced by oriented ﬁlters, but
ignores the way in which the real cerebral cortex seems to operate,
where, as mentioned above, at least the great majority of neurones
respond to features that are oriented in a very speciﬁc direction.
This algorithm (Grimson, 1981; 1985) was able to determine dis-
parities between stereoscopic pairs of images with quite good suc-
cess, both for images of natural objects and for random-dot
stereograms. Random-dot stereograms were originally developed
by Julesz (e.g. Julesz, 1971); the pairs of images consist of appar-
ently randomly arranged dots, with parts of one image displaced
relative to the corresponding parts of the other. This provides
depth information that can readily be detected by the visual sys-tem when the two images are viewed binocularly, even though
there is nothing in either image alone to indicate features or depth.
The ability of humans to detect these disparities and construct a
perception of depth appears to occur very early in visual process-
ing (Frisby & Mayhew, 1979; 1980). Since Grimson’s work, a num-
ber of other attempts to match features in images and detect
disparities have been developed (e.g. Birchﬁeld & Tomasi, 1998;
Han, Bae, & Ha, 2000; Pajares, Cruz, & Aranda, 1998; Tomasi &
Manduchi, 1998). As would be expected, such methods involve
making a detailed comparison of the left and right images (or of
features derived from the images). While they are successful in
determining disparities in image pairs, they require processing that
is mathematically sophisticated, with little reference to the struc-
ture and organisation of the visual system.
This study is based as far as possible on the known structure
and responses of the mammalian visual system and its elements,
and simulates processes that are known to occur, or that could well
occur, in the nervous system. The aim is to try to shed some light
on the processes that occur in the visual system and to elucidate
how the observed processing could depend on straightforward
and neurologically plausible mechanisms. The simulation relates
to the central area of the retina, corresponding to the fovea in pri-
mates, where the resolution is highest and there is a more or less
one-to-one relationship between cone photo-receptors and gan-
glion cells. The simulation is based on the parvocellular pathway
from the smaller retinal ganglion cells, via the parvocellular layers
of the LGN. This pathway projects especially from the central area
of the retina, and conveys ﬁne spatial information (e.g. Shapley &
Lennie, 1985). Since the elements representing neurones of the pri-
mary visual cortex have well deﬁned excitatory and inhibitory
receptive ﬁelds (see Appendix A), they would be simple cells
according to the classiﬁcation of Hubel and Wiesel (1962; see also
De Valois et al., 1982).
For the processing of stereoscopic pairs of images in the pres-
ent study, two somewhat different methods have been applied.
They are referred to below as the ‘‘input-matching” and the ‘‘fea-
ture-matching” algorithms and are described in detail in Appen-
dix A. Both are based on the philosophy suggested by Marr and
Poggio (1979) and implemented by Grimson (1981, 1985) for
reducing the probability of ﬁnding false matches, as described
above. The two images are ﬁrst compared at the lowest spatial
resolution. For the input-matching method this is on the basis
of the inputs to the visual cortex from the LGN from the two
images, or, for the feature-matching method, after preliminary
feature extraction from each image in the visual cortex. The
location and disparity of any matches found are then used as a
starting point for seeking matches at the next higher resolution.
This process is continued until the highest resolution is reached.
The methods make use of the ﬁnding that in the visual cortex
there are many neurones that respond to input from both eyes.
Some of these neurones respond more strongly when a feature is
present in both visual ﬁelds than when it is in only one. Most
such neurones respond maximally when the feature is at or
close to the same position in both visual ﬁelds, and the two in-
puts may facilitate each other. This means that, when the object
is in the optimum position in both visual ﬁelds, the output of a
neurone in the primary visual cortex may be greater than the
sum of the responses for each eye separately (as ﬁrst reported
by Pettigrew, Nikara, & Bishop, 1968). However, there are some
neurones that respond most strongly when the objects are dis-
placed relative to one another in the two visual ﬁelds by a par-
ticular visual angle. Such neurones are believed to be of great
importance in the processing of stereoscopic images (e.g. Ohza-
wa, DeAngelis, & Freeman, 1996; 1997), and are also involved
in the control of vergence movements of the eyes (e.g. Masson,
Bussettini, & Miles, 1997).
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In the present study, only grey-scale, stationary images have been used as input,
so neither colour nor movement, both of which are important to vision in humans
and other primates, are available for detecting features. The simulations used in this
study incorporate a number of two-dimensional arrays each of which represents
neural elements at a particular level of the visual system. The ﬁrst array corre-
sponds to the photo-receptors of the retina to which the input images are applied.
Subsequent arrays correspond to ganglion cells of the retina and neurones of the
LGN, with the connections from elements of one layer being precisely mapped to
a relatively small number of elements in the corresponding region of the next layer.
Elements corresponding to neurones of the primary visual cortex are in a three-
dimensional array, where two of the axes represent the two dimensions of the
preceding arrays, while the third represents elements responding preferentially
to different orientations of a feature at that point in the image. For the layers
representing the LGN and cerebral cortex, there are four separate networks, each
processing the image at a different resolution. The overall pattern is outlined in
Fig. 1A and described in detail in Appendix A. For processing stereoscopic image
pairs, the initial stages of processing, as far as the array corresponding to the LGN
neurones, are carried out by one such network for each image and illustrated in
Fig. 1B and C. The results of this processing for the two images are then compared
at different disparities. Matching features are sought, using the feature-matching
and input-matching methods, as described in detail in Appendix A. The programs
implementing the simulations were written in C, and were mostly run on an Apple
Power Mac computer under Mac System X. Some simulations were also run on IBM-
PC clones under the Linux operating system.Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the networks studied. (A) The network for
extracting features from a single image. Each of the four layers (photo-receptors,
ganglion cells, lateral geniculate neurones and visual cortex) is a two-dimensional
array, and the connections between them (all of which are ascending) are precisely
mapped. Each (spatial) point on the visual cortex layer contains 32 elements each of
which responds best to an edge at a speciﬁc orientation. (B) The network for ext-
racting features and disparities from a pair of images using the feature-matching
algorithm. This consists of two networks, each like that of (A) that extract features
from each image separately. The features are then compared at a range of dispar-
ities, and matching features stored in a separate array. (C) The network for extra-
cting features and disparities from a pair of images using the input-matching
algorithm. This consists of two networks like those of (A) up to the lateral genic-
ulate layer. The outputs from these layers are then compared at a number of dis-
parities, and matching regions are then stored and features are extracted. See
Appendix A for more details.3. Results
3.1. Single images
Testing of the system with sinusoidal gratings over a range of
frequencies at quarter octave intervals shows that, over a wide
range of frequencies, units in the cerebral cortex layer of the model
give some response to gratings parallel to the orientation to which
they best respond. However, strong responses were found only
over a narrower range, with responses greater than half the peak
response over a range of about 2 octaves. As would be expected,
the optimum frequency differed by a factor of 2 between the differ-
ent networks, corresponding to their different resolutions.
Fig. 2 shows the results of some of the steps in the processing of
images by the highest resolution network of Fig. 1A. Fig. 2A and F
show two different artiﬁcial images applied to the photo-receptor
layer. In each of these images, the pixels within each of the two
grey areas have uniform intensity. The outputs of the on-centre
and off-centre units of the LGN layer form parallel bands following
the line where the regions of different intensity meet, with the on-
centre band on the brighter side and the off-centre band on the
darker side. Fig. 2B and G show the effects of the initial processing
in the visual cortex layer, where the outputs of the highest resolu-
tion LGN layer have been applied to the units of the visual cortex
layer through orientation-selective ﬁlters. The areas of Fig. 2B
and G within the square outlines are shown, much enlarged, in
Fig. 2C and H, respectively, where the orientation of the most ex-
cited edge detector at each position in the layer is indicated. It
can be seen that, within the extent of the ﬁlters, edge detectors
responding to many different orientations are activated, although
those maximally responding to orientations different from the
edge in the image are less strongly activated. However, after apply-
ing surround inhibition, mutual reinforcement of collinear edges
and suppression of weakly activated units, as described in Appen-
dix A, edge detection becomes much more precise, as shown in
Fig. 2D and I. As can be seen from the enlargements of the regions
within the outlines, only detectors very closely aligned with the lo-
cal edge are activated (see Fig. 2E and J. For greater clarity, enlarged
versions of Fig. 2C, H and E, J are given in Supplementary data).
Note that for images that consist of clearly deﬁned, uniformly illu-
minated areas, such as these, edge detection is little affected by the
contrast across the edge. However, in realistic images, where there
is some receptor noise and the photo-receptor activation levelsvary even within uniformly illuminated areas, more contrast is re-
quired for good detection.
Fig. 3A shows an image of some real objects, and the other sec-
tions of Fig. 3 show the outputs of the units corresponding to the
neurones of the primary visual cortex for different strengths of sur-
round inhibition. Since this is a real image, the ﬂuctuations in lumi-
nance from 1 pixel to another give rise to the large number of
edges that show up when weak surround inhibition is applied,
even in fairly uniformly illuminated areas. Some of these edges
Fig. 2. Extraction of features from a single image. (A and F) Starting images. (B and
G) Output of units of the visual cortical layer before applying any inhibition. (C and
H) Enlarged view of the areas of B and G, respectively, indicated by the rectangular
outline. The short lines indicate the orientation of the maximally activated edge
detector in each spatial location. Note that the direction to which the edge detector
maximally responds is indicated, but not which side of it is dark or light. (D and I)
Output of units of the visual cortical layer after applying surround inhibition. (E and
J) Enlarged view of the areas of D and I indicated (as for C and H).
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ginal image. As would be expected, the number of background
edges falls off and the number of more deﬁnite edges that are
not detected increases with the strength of inhibition. The best
compromise between excessive numbers of background edges
and the suppression of real edges, as seen by a human observer,for this and many other images of real objects is with a strength
of inhibition of 0.2 (for the basis of these units, see Appendix A).
The results for a number of images were compared with those pro-
duced by the algorithm proposed by Canny (1986) using the meth-
od of Heath et al. (1997, 1998). Using the same strength of
inhibition (0.2) for all images, the results produced by the present
method were at least as good as those produced by Canny’s meth-
od, even after optimisation of the parameters for each individual
image.
3.2. Stereoscopic pairs of images
The paired networks were ﬁrst tested on random-dot stereo-
grams. Fig. 4A and B show a pair of stereograms that, when fused,
show a grid of 16 small squares, with the most distant (at zero dis-
parity) at the upper left hand corner. In Fig. 4 C, D, F and G, with
inhibition strengths of 0.05 and 1.0, this is shown by the blue
square at the upper left. Changes in disparity indicating a depth
closer to the observer are shown by a progressive shift towards
the longer wavelength end of the spectrum. The clearest display
for the input-matching algorithm is with a surround inhibition le-
vel of 0.05 (Fig. 4F) and for the feature-matching algorithm with a
surround inhibition strength of 0.1 (Fig. 4D). In Fig. 4 F and G, the
white bands show the areas where no disparities were detected
because of occlusion. (The ﬁgures show what is visible to the left
eye; these areas do not appear in the right image, so there should
be no matches.) With the feature-matching algorithm, the bands
are somewhat obscured in the display by a number of false
matches, some of which correspond to planes behind the back-
ground (indicated by very dark blue pixels in the image). With
strong surround inhibition (0.2), neither the feature-matching
nor the input-matching algorithm produces a clear disparity
map, although both show a trend of colour that increases in wave-
length towards the lower right hand corner.
The stereograms of Fig. 5A and B when fused show a back-
ground distant area (with zero disparity) on which are superim-
posed four small squares at four different depths closer to the
observer. In Fig. 5C and D, with surround inhibition at the strength
found to be best for detecting disparities in Fig. 4 D and F (0.1 for
the feature-matching method and 0.05 for the input-matching
method, both produce good maps. Again the vertical white stripes
due to occlusion are clearly visible with the input-matching meth-
od (Fig. 5D) while these are partially obscured by false matches in
Fig. 5C.
A stereoscopic image pair is shown in Fig. 6A and B. The features
found by the networks and their relative disparities are shown in
Fig. 6C and D. As can be seen, by comparison with the three-dimen-
sional image that the human visual system can produce by fusing
the two images in Fig. 6 A and B, both show a reasonable represen-
tation of the relative distances of the different detected features in
the original images. However, neither method produces a good
depth estimate for the nearly horizontal edge forming the upper
part of the stapler in the images; horizontal features usually cannot
provide a good basis for disparity determination as they can be
matched over a range of disparities.
Fig. 7A and B show a stereo pair of images of a corridor, gener-
ated by Dr. Volker Gerdes of the University of Bonn, together with
disparity images obtained using the two methods, as for Fig. 6. The
maps show a range of detected disparities that correspond well
with those in the images. In both Figs. 6 and 7, it is apparent that
the feature-matching method detects the disparities of more fea-
tures, with the disparities of the majority corresponding well with
those in the original image pair. However, it also detects a much
larger number of false matches than the input-matching method,
with some of theses being at disparities that are very different from
those in the input image pair. On the other hand, while there are
Fig. 3. Extraction of features from a single image of real objects. (A) Starting image. (B–E) Output of edge detecting units in cerebral cortex with different levels of surround
inhibition applied. The strength of inhibition (see Appendix A) is indicated to the left of B–E.
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method, it picks up very few false matches.
4. Discussion
The present investigation has shown that a straightforward
implementation of the organisation of and the processes that take
place in the early stages of the visual system—up to the level of
simple cells of the primary visual cortex—can extract linear fea-
tures from a single image and the disparities between the positions
of features in a stereoscopic pair of images in a reasonably realistic
manner. Moreover, it appears to do so in the same sort of way as
the early stages of the visual system. In the extraction of features
from single images, it appears very comparable with the mathe-
matically much more sophisticated method of Canny (1986) and
its more recent derivatives (e.g. Demigny & Kamlé, 1997; Figuei-
redo & Leitão, 1997; Rao & Ben-Arie, 1994) and operates well with-
out the need to select different sets of parameter values for
different types of images. It also works well over a wide range of
image contrast (compare Fig. 2A and F), but requires much more
computation than any of the above methods. Direct comparisons
were made here only with Canny’s method (as modiﬁed by Demi-
gny & Kamlé, 1997), using the criteria proposed by Heath et al.
(1997, 1998); these are that the method should ﬁnd sets of edges
as similar as possible to those found by human observers. Heath
et al. (1997, 1998) reported that, for the majority of images, Can-
ny’s method was the best of those that they examined. However,
this method uses two parameters, a threshold for edge detectionand what Canny referred to as hysteresis, that need to be adjusted
for each image. This makes its use in autonomous systems a little
problematical, as, to obtain the best result for a particular image,
the optimal value for each parameter must be determined by trial
and error. The method deals with only a small area of the image at
a time and therefore cannot be inﬂuenced by anything other than
small scale features, although the matching up of edge points with
their neighbours goes some way to redress this. It was found that
the present method was comparable with Canny’s, and perhaps
better at detecting edges such as the faint oblique edge on the left
hand side of the top block of the right hand set of blocks of Fig. 3A.
It also compares well with the more recent method of Bouda,
Masmoudi, and Aboutajdine (2006), which like Canny’s, deals only
with a very small area of the image at a time. In the present study,
the direction-selective ﬁlters cover only 11  11 elements (corre-
sponding to 11  11 pixels/receptors at the highest resolution,
and 81  81 receptors at the lowest resolution), much smaller than
those in the real visual cortex appear to be. However, this is consid-
erably extended by the linkage between collinear edge detectors,
and some preliminary studies using a ﬁlter double the size
(21  21 elements) found that this made little further improve-
ment to the edge detecting ability. In the visual cortex, the organi-
sation of the receptive ﬁelds of simple cells is somewhat similar to
the ﬁlters used here, but on a larger scale (Lampl, Anderson, Gilles-
pie, & Ferster, 2001).
The system studied here extracts stereo information both from
images of real objects and from random-dot stereograms (see Figs.
4–7). Both the methods used work reasonably well, especially for
Fig. 4. Extraction of features and disparities from a pair of random-dot stereo-
grams. (A and B) Starting image pair. (C–E) Disparities obtained using the feature-
matching algorithm, with three different strengths of surround inhibition indicated
by the numbers to the left, as in Fig. 3. (F–H) Disparities obtained using the input-
matching algorithm, with three different strengths of surround inhibition, as for (C–
E). In (C–H) disparities are indicated by colour, with those corresponding to the
background indicated by blue and those corresponding to closer features by a
progressive shift of the hue towards longer wavelengths—see text.
Fig. 5. Extraction of features and disparities from another pair of random-dot ste-
reograms. (A and B) Starting image pair. (C) Disparities obtained by the feature-
matching algorithm. (D) Disparities obtained by the input-matching algorithm.
Inhibition strength for C and D is indicated on the left.
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tends to miss more apparently well deﬁned features from real
images than the feature-matching algorithm, it seems much better
at rejecting false matches between the two images (compare C with
D in Figs. 6 and 7). The difference between the two algorithms may
well be a result of the fact that in the input-matchingmethod,many
more of the elements in its input (i.e. the LGN layers) are active than
in the feature arrays that provide the data on which the feature-
matching method operates. This means that the input-matching
method hasmuchmore information to work on and partly accounts
for the greater amount of computation that it requires. The feature
arrays on which the feature-matchingmethod tend to be very spar-
sely populated (as a result of surround inhibition etc.) so that there is
little data from the elements surrounding a pair of features that al-
low any discrimination ofwhether they form a goodmatch or a false
match. Themuchmore richly populated arrays forming the input to
the input-matching method allowmuch more such discrimination.
In relation to the processing of random-dot stereograms, for optimal
detection, both methods require that the strength of surround inhi-
bition in the cerebral cortex is set at a lower level than is optimal for
the processing of single images and for the stereo processing of
images of real objects. The input-matching algorithm produces theclearer results and it operates reasonably well over a wider range
of strength of surround inhibition. The fact that optimal determina-
tion of disparity differences in random-dot stereograms requires a
lower level of surround inhibition than for real images suggests
the possibility that the time often required by the human visual sys-
tem, before the three-dimensional properties of the images become
apparent, reﬂects the time necessary to evaluate and reset the level
of inhibition.
It is quite conceivable that the real visual cortex uses a combi-
nation of something like the input- and feature-matching methods,
since all the necessary information is available in the discharge
rates of neurones within the cortex and of afferents to the cortex.
The visual cortex also possesses a number of features that have
not been incorporated in the present simulation. Both simple and
complex cells in the primary visual cortex respond to speciﬁc dis-
parities (Ohzawa et al., 1996; 1997), and would contribute to dis-
parity detection, while the present study is restricted to what are
the equivalent of simple cells. Here, the processing for left and
right images is identical, as is the receptive ﬁeld organisation of
the elements representing cortical neurones, but there are often
clear differences between the receptive ﬁeld properties for the left
Fig. 6. Extraction of features and disparities from a pair of images of real objects.
Layout and labelling as for Fig. 5.
Fig. 7. Extraction of features and disparities from a pair of images of a corridor.
Layout and labelling as for Fig. 5.
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1991). Incorporation of such features could well improve the per-
formance of the present system.
There are a number of parameters whose values have to be set
in the operation of the present simulation. For the majority, the re-
sults do not appear to be very sensitive to their values, but rela-
tively small changes in the strength of the surround inhibition
between the orientation detectors in the visual cortex can produce
marked qualitative changes (see especially Figs. 3 and 4). For single
images, there is a trade-off between strong inhibition that reduces
the number of edges detected and weak inhibition that allows ﬂuc-
tuations in luminance to lead to the detection of spurious edges (or
at least edges that a human observer does not readily see—e.g.
Fig. 3). However, the strength required for obtaining reasonable re-
sults from different types of images seems to be fairly consistent.
For the extraction of disparities from stereo pairs of images of real
objects (e.g. Figs. 6 and 7), it appears that the best results are ob-
tained with about the same or slightly weaker strength, while for
random-dot stereograms (e.g. Figs. 4 and 5), considerably weakerinhibition is optimal, more so for the input-matching algorithm
than for the feature-matching algorithm.
An aspect of the organisation of the visual system that has not
been incorporated is the feedback from the visual cortex to the
LGN neurones. A larger number of synapses onto these neurones
are fromaxons arising in the cerebral cortex than fromaxons arising
in the retina (Wilson & Forestner, 1995); the signiﬁcance of this for
visual function is not clear, but such feedback is important for syn-
chronising ﬁring in relay neurones (e.g. Sillito, Jones, Gerstein, &
West, 1994). Two other aspects of vision that are very important to
the human visual system, colour and movement, have not been in-
cluded in the present system. Developments to incorporate these
features should provide interesting results. The addition of colour
processing should not be difﬁcult, although it would be expected
to increase the amount of computation for a comparable number
of receptors. Analysis ofmoving imageswill bemore difﬁcult, partly
at least, because of the large increase of processing time that is likely
to be required. Processing of moving single images in real time will
need processing power around three orders of magnitude greater
1304 R.J. Harvey / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1297–1306than that of the computer system used for these studies (and a fur-
ther one-to-two orders of magnitude for stereoscopic image pairs),
unless some much more efﬁcient way of implementing the algo-
rithms can be found. While no systematic effort has been made to
optimise the algorithms used here, the large number of elements
and connections (up to 5  1010 for a 256  256 pixel image, see
Appendix A) inevitably make it very computation intensive. The vi-
sual systemwith its very largenumberof slowelements is able toex-
tract useful information from moving visual images in real time;
indeed it would not provide the information that the organism con-
taining it required if it did not. The very largenumberof slowproces-
sors (neurones) operating in parallel in the visual system greatly
outperform a single (or small number) of very much faster proces-
sors operating serially in a computer system.
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A.1. For processing single images
In the retina as a whole, there are many more photo-receptors
than ganglion cells, but in the foveal region of primates, there is
a more or less one-to-one correspondence of receptors (cones)
and ganglion cells. While the number of neurones in the LGN that
project to the primary visual cortex is of the same order of magni-
tude as the number of ganglion cells, the numbers are not well cor-
related in individual animals (Seecharan, Kulkarni, Lu, Rosen, &
Williams, 2003; Spear, Kim, Ahmad, & Tom, 1996). On the other
hand, there are many more neurones in the visual cortex than in
the LGN (Suner & Rakic, 1996). In the simulation, the number of
ganglion cell elements is the same as the number of photo-recep-
tors. Beyond the ganglion cell level, the simulation processes the
images at four different resolutions in parallel, so that there are
four separate networks, with their resolutions separated by factors
of two. This means that the number of LGN elements is about 33%
greater than that of the photo-receptors and ganglion cells. The
number of elements in the visual cortex arrays is 32 times that
in the LGN, because at each spatial position, there is an element
for each of the 32 orientations being sought. The total number of
elements actually implemented in the various layers of the simula-
tion for processing a single 256  256 image (the largest routinely
used) is therefore 65536 each for the input and the ganglion cell
layers, 87040 (256  256 + 128  128 + 64  64 + 32  32) for the
four arrays in the LGN layer and 87040  32 for the visual cortex
layer, making a total of about 2.9  106. The number of connections
between elements is potentially around 108, although in any one
run the number actually instantiated would be less than this, be-
cause, when an element has zero output, no processing of its con-
nections takes place. In addition, the implementation of the ﬁlters
used and of inhibition would require at least a comparable number
of interneurones in the nervous system. While these are not for-
mally simulated, their (virtual) presence is necessary for the oper-
ation of the networks. The importance of inhibition, and therefore
of interneurones, to the directional tuning of cerebral cortical neu-
rones has long been known (Sillito, 1975).
The arrangement of a small section of the network is indicated
in the side-on view of the system in Fig. 1A. The input grey-scaleimage is read into a two-dimensional array representing the
photo-receptors of the retina. The output of each element in the
photo-receptor layer is directly related to the logarithm of the light
intensity of the corresponding pixel in the image. This output is
convolved with a circularly symmetrical difference-of-Gaussians
(‘‘Mexican hat”) ﬁlter, and the output at each point applied to an
element of the second layer of the model, representing a ganglion
cell of the retina. The ratio of the widths of the two Gaussians was
1.6:1, within the range of those found by Linsenmeier, Frishman,
Jakiela, and Enroth-Cugell (1982), giving a ratio of the radii of the
surround and the centre of around 3:1. The ﬁlter coefﬁcients are
set so that their sum is zero; thus the output of a ganglion cell
whose receptive ﬁeld is uniformly illuminated is zero; otherwise
it increases with the ratio of intensities between the centre and
periphery of its receptive ﬁeld, with linear summation, as for the
X cells of Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966). The output of the gan-
glion cell layer is convolved with four different circularly symmet-
rical smoothing ﬁlters, and applied to the four networks of the LGN
layer. Within each array, surround inhibition is applied from each
element to surrounding elements to increase the contrast between
the outputs of adjoining elements. Processing time and memory
requirements increase with the area of an image, and to accommo-
date images of different sizes, all arrays representing layers of the
model are dynamically allocated.
The output of the LGN elements, at each of the four resolu-
tions, is applied as input to the visual cortex layer in a highly
organised topographical projection. The elements of each fourth
layer form a three-dimensional array, with 32 elements in the
third dimension, as mentioned above. In Fig. 1A, the units for
the different directions at each position in the primary visual
cortex layer are indicated by the cluster of small elements.
Directional selectivity is achieved by convolving the outputs of
the LGN layer with a series of 32 ﬁlters, similar to Gabor ﬁlters,
each with a different orientation. The orientations are uniformly
spaced, so the optimal orientation for each differs from that of
its neighbours by 11.25o. Perpendicular to the edge, the coefﬁ-
cients for these ﬁlters are those provided by Demigny and Kamlé
(1997) for their optimal discrete ﬁlter. Parallel to the direction of
the edge, the ﬁlter coefﬁcients fall off according to a Gaussian
distribution (as with a Gabor ﬁlter), to minimise ‘‘ringing” in
the units beyond the edges of the ﬁlter. If the net sum of an ele-
ment’s input is greater than its threshold, the output of the ele-
ment is directly related to the input, while it is zero if the net
input is less than threshold. As would be expected from the rel-
atively small size of the ﬁlters used (usually 11  11 elements),
the responses of the units are not very precisely tuned to edge
orientation in the absence of further processing (see Fig. 2C
and H).
When the image contains an edge, across which the light inten-
sity changes, this will lead to the activation in the ganglion cell
layer and the LGN layer of a series of on-centre units on the bright-
er side of the feature and of a series of off-centre units on the dar-
ker side. This will lead to the activation of many orientation-
selective units in the visual cortex layer over an area at least as
wide as the direction-selective ﬁlters in use. The orientation-selec-
tive units furthest from the position of the edge will tend to be
those sensitive to an orientation far from that of the actual edge
(as is apparent in Fig. 2C and H), as the ﬁlters projecting to such
units will have the edge of the region where their coefﬁcients
change most rapidly overlying the region where the active on-cen-
tre and off-centre units of the LGN layer lie, although they will be
only weakly activated. To reduce the number of elements respond-
ing to non-optimal edge orientations, three processes are applied
to the elements of the visual cortex layer. These are surround inhi-
bition, linking and applying a small degree of overall output sup-
pression. Surround inhibition is applied over all three dimensions
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nearby elements in the two spatial directions representing position
within the image. The strength of inhibition quoted is the propor-
tion of its own level of activation by which it reduces the activation
of neighbouring elements; it falls off with distance with a Gaussian
distribution. In the third dimension, representing the different ori-
entations of maximal orientation selectivity of the elements at that
position, an activated element inhibits elements that respond max-
imally to other edge orientations both at the same and at neigh-
bouring spatial locations in the array. Linking represents an
attempt to compensate to some extent for the rather small ﬁlters
used; activated elements that are close together in the map, that
maximally respond to the same orientation and that are aligned
along the direction of their orientation selectivity reinforce each
other’s activity. Finally, some overall inhibition is applied to all ele-
ments, to suppress activity in very weakly excited elements.
A.2. For processing stereoscopic image pairs
In both the methods used here, for each image the processing
up to and including the level of the units representing LGN neu-
rones is identical to that used for a single image, so that there
are two networks in parallel, as indicated in Fig. 1B and C. The
ﬁrst method, the feature-matching algorithm, has a pattern of
organisation that is outlined in Fig. 1B. This uses two separate
arrays of visual cortex elements in parallel to extract features
from each of the two images; these features are then compared
at a range of different relative horizontal disparities. Features are
taken to match when their orientation, the strength of activation
of the elements signalling their presence and the pattern of acti-
vation of the group of neighbouring elements in the horizontal
direction are similar. When matching features and their dispari-
ties have been determined at the lowest resolution, the feature
maps at the next higher resolution are compared, using the al-
ready detected features and their disparities as a starting point
for the disparities used. This allows further reﬁnement of the
features, and more precise determination of their disparities,
along the lines proposed by Marr and Hildreth (1980), as well
as the possibility of ﬁnding further matching features that were
not resolvable at the lower resolution. This is repeated at each
successively higher resolution until the highest resolution has
been reached. To assess the results, the features are displayed
in relation to their position in the left image, using a colour cod-
ing scheme so that features in the background are blue and the
colour of closer objects is progressively shifted towards the red
end of the spectrum (see Figs. 4–7). Any disparities suggesting
a distance greater than the background are indicated in dark
blue.
The second method is the input-matching algorithm, where
input refers to the input to the visual cortex, i.e. the output of
the units of the LGN layer. An outline of the organisation of
the connections used in this method is shown in Fig. 1C. The in-
puts to the visual cortex layer are compared at different dispar-
ities. Where the inputs from the two images are similar and the
patterns of alterations in input along the horizontal axis are sim-
ilar, the inputs are made to reinforce each other, and where they
are dissimilar, they weaken each other; the combined values are
put into a single array for each disparity examined. Features are
then extracted from each such array, using the method used for
single images, and, at each position in the image, the most
strongly activated orientation-selective element is retained, to-
gether with the disparity at which it was generated. The results
are displayed as before (see Figs. 4–7).
The feature-matching algorithm requires the simulation of
twice the number of elements that would be required for pro-
cessing a single image, plus an additional set of visual corticalelements for each disparity examined. The input-matching algo-
rithm requires, in principle, the simulation of somewhat fewer
cortical elements, as only one complete set of visual cortical ele-
ments is required for each disparity examined. This latter tech-
nique requires considerably more processing time overall,
because, for virtually all images, there will be more elements
activated, and therefore processed, in the LGN element arrays
than in the visual cortex arrays that are used as input to the fea-
ture-matching algorithm. Overall, for each method, there will
normally be at least an order of magnitude more elements spe-
ciﬁcally simulated than when processing a single image, and the
total number of potential connections is of the order of 5  1010
for a 256  256 pixel image.
Appendix B. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.visres.2008.02.025.References
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